
 

 

FROM ANTI-JUDAISM TO ANTI-SEMITISM 

 

The core of the book 

 

In our search for the role of Jews in History we have come across an orienting answer 

in Abraham León‟s work and his People-Class Theory. A theory that, maybe due to its “ill-

fated name” so much related to Marxism, has frequently been ignored or badly interpreted. 

 

For numerous historians and scholars, León would have supported the idea that Jews 

were a people almost exclusively of traders. The idea of historians –a Manichaean and 

malicious approach, determined to deny the „deeply rooted‟ habit of endorsing Jews such a 

„disgraceful‟ activity- has been to assess that Jews would not differ from the people they would 

share their lives with as regards their activities and the variety of such activities. 

 

It was necessary, then, to clear up in what an extent Jews practiced trading, the 

reasons why they got involved in it (and in related activities) and the role these activities 

played in relation with the societies in which they were developed. 

 

We have already referred to the fact of how from a rural origin they developed 

commerce in our previous work: “Jews, in the Weave of Ancient Empires” 

 

In such research we have shown that the western horn of the Fertile Half Moon, the 

Canaan Passage, was the exchange trade route between both great centers in the Near and 

Middle East: The Egyptian and Mesopotamian Empires. We have tried to answer the questions 

brought about by the Exodus in Egypt, the greatness of King David and Solomon‟s United 

Monarchy, the relative importance of the Kingdom of Israel, the ignored Kingdom, its 

Phoenician connection, the myth of the Lost tribes, the Hellenistic expansion, the path to 

Diaspora, and Alexandria and the first pogrom in History. The text ends up with the 

Destruction of the Second Temple.  

However, the saga did not draw to a close there. What happened to Judaism in the 

context of Millennium I and the first half of Millennium II? In “From anti-Judaism to anti-

Semitism” we deal with this topic. 

What happened with the advent of Christianity? Which was the role of Jews in the late 

Ancient Era when Christianity appeared?  

During the first centuries of Millennium I C.E, when Christianity was breaking through, 

the first confrontation between Synagogue and Church took place. What was this 

confrontation like?  

For Marcel Simon and James Parkes, these confrontations were manifestations of 

Antisemitism. For some historians Antisemitism was born with Christianity. 

Were these characteristics manifestations of Antisemitism?  We have referred in a 

previous work to a general attitude before the Hellenistic world of ignoring, respecting and 

even admiring Jews. This attitude begins to change approximately in the century III aCE; it 

became explosive in the Alexandria Conflict, the First Pogrom in history.  



 

 

 

A violent situation that cannot be considered strange to the consequences of the 

destructive and expansive wave of the Asmonean Period. In view of the religious and economic 

content and the popular manifestations of Greeks and Egyptians towards the Alexandrian Jews, 

we consider that the Alexandrian Conflict had antisemite characteristics that may be named 

Ancient or Pagan Antisemitism. 

That Antisemitism, that violent situation of the Alexandrian conflict did not move 

directly to the conflicts that followed it (the Great Rebellion of 66-73 CE, the General, 

Upspring during Trajano, the Rebellion of Bar Kohba, de 132-135 CE, where the conflicts had 

an ethnic characteristic: Jewish people raising against the Roman oppression.  The 

confrontations were antijewish in the same way that the struggle Rome-Cartago was against 

the Cartagineses. 

 

The Roman Empire, before and after the maintained a politic of trying to preserve the 

social structure and to satisfy needs that its economy not always could completely satisfy. Jews 

were useful and necessary to perform those functions. The Roman society, essentially 

agricultural and opposed to commerce, tolerated the Jews. Their attitude was alike to that of 

the writers of the Golden Era, contradictory, sometimes of admiration, sometimes derogatory, 

denouncing the danger of the Jewish “contamination”: it was frequently of Antijudaism. The 

emperors, trapped in that situation, had also a wavering attitude. Antisemitism entered into a 

latent state.  

 

 

In the Millennium I C.E, natural economies that is, economies of consume and 

production of use values still prevailed in Europe. Through trade, Jews went on playing a role 

which offered certain privileges: Judaic Privilegia. 

 

In this context of the transition from the Late Ancient Era to the High Middle Ages, 

took place the entrance of Christianism traying to move Judaism out of their position. The 

facing was of antijewish, not of antisemite 

 

Barbaric invasions, the fall of the Roman Empire were the beginning of feudal 

economies. They were close economies which reaffirmed their stance through military actions 

and were out of the limits of their narrow productive frame through commerce: a useful and 

necessary activity for survival. Jews continued trading, and thanks to that they kept their 

privileges.  

The final phase of the Millennium I was the beginning of the transition between natural 

economies and mercantile ones. In the Millennium II the rising Christian commercial 

bourgeoisie started competing with Jewish traders. Together with the development of the 

market economy, Jews started to get displace from commerce and stationed in loaning. The 

relationship between Jews and loan grew in importance.  

Face the impotence to achieve the Messianic renunciation of Judaism, the Church 

developed the ideology of the deicidal people which opened the doors to an active 

Antisemitism.  

Christian Antisemitism was born in the confluence of those circumstances.  



 

 

The first massacres (during the first Crusades) took place at the beginning of the 

Millennium II Only after three centuries the expulsions from Western to Central Europe and 

then, to Eastern Europe as well as to the Middle East occurred. 

Differences in geopolitical contexts in England and France in relation to those in Italy, 

Germany and Spain explain why expulsions had different characteristics. 

That time gave way to Modern Age: that of Jews in Courts, to Enlightenment and 

Emancipation; a period which ended in a new type of Antisemitism, a Racist Antisemitism 

bringing about the ill-fated horror of the Shoah.  

The Shoah marks the end of a period. We might even say it is the beginning of a new 

period. However, it is only just too difficult to talk about a new period as if we were turning a 

page of a book as it still escapes any reasoning.   

 


